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Magnetic domain structure of epitaxial Gd films grown on W(110)
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We present a detailed real-space spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) study of the mag-
netic domain structure of Gd(0001) films epitaxially grown on W(110). To find optimal preparation conditions,
the influence of the substrate temperature during deposition and of the postgrowth annealing temperature was
investigated. Our results show that the lowest density of surface defects, such as step edges as well as screw and
edge dislocations, is obtained for room-temperature deposition and subsequent annealing at 900 K. SP-STM
data reveal small-size magnetic domains at lower annealing temperatures, evidently caused by pinning at
grain boundaries and other crystalline defects. The coverage-dependent magnetic domain structure of optimally
prepared Gd films was systematically investigated. For low coverage up to about 80 atomic layers (AL), we
observe μm-size domains separated by domain walls which are oriented approximately along the [11̄0] direction
of the underlying W substrate. Above a critical film thickness �crit ≈ (100 ± 20) AL, we identify stripe domains,
indicative of a spin reorientation transition from in plane to out of plane. In agreement with existing models, the
periodicity of the stripe domains increases the further the coverage exceeds �crit. While the orientation of the
stripe domains is homogeneous over large distances just above �crit, we find a characteristic zigzag pattern at
� � 200 AL and irregular stripe domains beyond 500 AL. Intermediate minima and maxima of the magnetic
signal indicate the nucleation of branching domains. The results are discussed in terms of various contributions
to the total magnetic energy, such as the magnetocrystalline, magnetostatic, and magnetoelastic energy density.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The functionality of numerous technical devices relies on
magnetic thin films. For example, they are used as position-
ing or speed sensors [1] and magnetic hard disk drives still
represent the backbone of present mass data-storage applica-
tions [2]. The progress we have witnessed in the past decades
required a thorough understanding of the physical processes
which determine the properties of thin magnetic films, such
as the saturation magnetization, the remanent magnetization,
or the coercive field. In polycrystalline or granular materials,
however, the intricate interplay between structural defects and
magnetic domain walls impedes a clear identification of the
underlying physical processes.

In this context, thin films grown epitaxially on single
crystalline and highly pure substrates offer an invaluable
playground to study the impact structural properties have on
the magnetization behavior. Surface-adapted [3] and surface-
sensitive [4] magnetic measurement techniques allow for
a detailed understanding, especially if combined with mi-
croscopic imaging methods [5–10]. In particular, thin 3d
transition-metal (TM) films deposited on the surfaces of noble
or refractory metals were intensively studied. For example,
these investigations provided consistent pictures of the onset
of long-range order at island coalescence [11,12], of film
thickness-dependent spin reorientation transitions [13–15],
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and of the development of a uniaxial anisotropy on vicinal,
highly stepped surfaces [16,17]. Furthermore, the capability
of imaging magnetic surfaces with atomic spin resolution by
spin-polarized scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) [5]
led to the discovery of highly complex spin structures, such
as ferro- and antiferromagnetic spin cycloids [18,19] and two-
dimensional magnetic skyrmions [20].

In contrast, very little is known about the magnetic domain
structures of thin rare-earth-metal (REM) films. Recent real-
space imaging studies are limited to Dy [21–23], Tb [24],
and Nd [25] films deposited on W(110). Given the impor-
tant role REMs play in permanent magnets and considering
their fundamentally different magnetic coupling mechanism,
which relies on the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yosida (RKKY)
interaction rather than the direct exchange at work in 3d TMs,
this is very surprising. Potentially, this lack of high-spatial-
resolution magnetic domain studies is related to the extreme
reactivity of REMs, which not only imposes high standards on
the cleanliness of the substrate and the evaporant, but also on
the vacuum conditions during deposition [26,27]. Gadolinium
(Gd) is considered to be the prototype ferromagnet among
the lanthanides with localized magnetic moments. Bulk Gd
is ferromagnetic with a Curie temperature TC = 293 K [28].
Since its 4 f shell is half filled, Hund coupling results
in a magnetic 4 f spin moment of 7 μB and a vanishing
orbital moment with an almost spherical charge distribu-
tion. Accordingly, in comparison with the other REMs, the
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy density of bulk Gd is
very low.
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FIG. 1. (a) The hexagonal close-packed A/B/A stacking model
for gadolinium including the a and c axes. (b) The corresponding
(0001) plane of this structure with the crystallographic [112̄0] and
[1̄100] directions. (c) Body-centered-cubic unit cell of tungsten with
(d) the atomic structure of the (110) plane and the [11̄0] and [001]
directions.

Gd crystallizes in the hexagonal close-packed (hcp) crystal
structure with an alternating sequence of A/B/A layers; see
Figs. 1(a) and 1(b). With a c/a ratio of 1.59, the hcp lat-
tice structure of bulk Gd deviates somewhat from the ideal
value, c/a = 1.633. This causes an anisotropic dipole-dipole
interaction which, if considered in isolation, would result in a
magnetization pointing along the c axis. In combination with
the above-mentioned small magnetocrystalline anisotropy, it
results in an easy axis which—at low temperatures relevant
for this study—is rotated by about 30◦ away from the c axis
[29].

The magnetic properties of Gd thin films epitaxially grown
on the (110) surface of refractory body-centered-cubic (bcc)
W single crystals have been investigated in numerous studies.
The epitaxial growth relation between these two materials
is Gd(0001) ‖ W(110) and Gd[112̄0] ‖ W[11̄0] [30]. It was
recognized at an early stage that both the film thickness [31]
and the annealing temperature [32,33] significantly affect the
magnetic properties. The observed enhancement of the ac
susceptibility χac was interpreted in terms of misfit disloca-
tions which are annealed at elevated temperature, whereby the
temperature required to optimize the height and width of the
χac peak increased with increasing film thickness [32].

Susceptibility measurements also resulted in the identifi-
cation of a spin reorientation transition (SRT) from in-plane
at low film thickness � to out-of-plane magnetized stripe
domains for � � �crit = 40 nm [34–36]. This transition was
explained with the competition of two energy contributions,
i.e., the stray field or magnetostatic energy and the uniaxial
magnetocrystalline anisotropy energy. Whereas the former
dominates for thin films, the latter becomes more relevant
for thick films and leads to a rotation of the magnetization
towards the c axis, i.e., perpendicular to the surface plane of
Gd(0001)/W(110) [35,36].

A lively discussion developed around the question of
whether or not the topmost surface layer of Gd(0001) films on
W(110) possesses extraordinary magnetic properties, such as
an enhanced surface Curie temperature [37,38] or an imper-
fect or even antiferromagnetic coupling to the bulk [39,40].
In this context, a spin-split dz2 -like surface state of Gd(0001)
was intensively investigated [41–45], essentially rebutting
any surface-related magnetic anomaly. The well-defined spin
polarization of the occupied majority and the unoccupied
minority part of this surface state was later used to establish

the spectroscopic mode of spin-polarized scanning tunneling
microscopy (SP-STM) [46,47].

Here we report on a systematic SP-STM investigation of
the film thickness-dependent magnetic domain structure of
Gd(0001) films epitaxially grown on W(110). To identify opti-
mal growth conditions, both the substrate temperature during
Gd deposition and the postdeposition annealing temperature
were modified. We find that room-temperature deposition re-
sults in the smoothest films with the lowest density of surface
defects, such as step edges, screw, and edge dislocations.
Spin-resolved measurements clearly show that annealing Gd
films at a temperature of 600 K is insufficient to release
stacking faults from the as-grown films, resulting in relatively
small domains, probably due to domain wall pinning. Only
upon annealing to 900 K were large domains with straight
domain walls observed. A coverage-dependent SP-STM study
of Gd/W(110) in the coverage range between 20 and 600 AL
finds a spin-reorientation transition (SRT) from in plane to
out of plane at a critical coverage �crit ≈ (100 ± 20) AL,
in excellent agreement with earlier findings based on sus-
ceptibility measurements [35,36]. Stripe domains are imaged
for � > �crit. The high spatial resolution of SP-STM allows
for an investigation of the stripe periodicity. While we find
that the magnetic stripe domains are homogeneously tilted
by either +30◦ or −30◦ with respect to the W[001] direc-
tion just above �crit, a zigzag pattern with an alternating
stripe orientation is found between 200 and 375 AL. In the
same coverage regime, we find evidence for the formation
of branching domains. At even higher Gd coverage, irregular
stripe domains are found. The observed magnetic domain
structures are discussed in terms of competing effects, i.e., the
magnetocrystalline, magnetostatic, and magnetoelastic contri-
butions to the total energy.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES

The experiments were performed in a two-chamber
ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) system with a base pressure
p � 5×10−11 mbar. A preparation chamber facilitates tip
and sample preparation by electron-beam heating to temper-
atures well above 2300 K. Variable leak valves allow for
the dosing of high-purity gases. The W(110) single crystal
was initially cleaned in an oxygen atmosphere by a two-
step-flashing procedure with consecutive low-temperature
(Tsample ≈ 1200 K) and high-temperature (Tsample � 2200 K)
flashes [48]. Flash temperatures were measured with an op-
tical pyrometer (Ircon Ultimax UX-20P) at an emissivity ε =
0.33 and an estimated accuracy of ±100 K. The cleanliness
of the substrate was confirmed by a sharp low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) pattern with a low background intensity,
as will be shown further below, and by scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM).

Distilled Gd lumps (MaTeck, purity 99.99%) were melted
in a Mo crucible and deposited by electron-beam evapora-
tion. The absolute deposition rate is determined to (19.8 ±
3.7) atomic layers (AL) per minute [49], where the error
margin corresponds to a statistical uncertainty due to the
limited scan range of our STM images. Therefore, we expect
a much lower relative error between samples with different
Gd coverage, as they are achieved by a simple scaling of the
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deposition time. During deposition and LEED experiments,
the sample was clamped to a manipulator which can either be
cooled by liquid nitrogen, resulting in a sample temperature
Tsample � 120 K, or heated by a filament (Tsample � 1000 K).
On the manipulator, the sample temperature is measured by a
thermocouple attached to one side of the sample slot. Compar-
ison of temperature readings taken with the optical pyrometer
and the thermocouple in the temperature range between 590
and 890 K agree within ≈ 50 K.

Upon preparation, the samples were transferred into the
STM chamber. This chamber includes a cryostat cooled with
liquid helium which houses a home-built low-temperature
STM. It is operated at a base temperature TSTM ≈ 4.5 K.
Measurements were performed with electrochemically etched
W tips. All images were taken in the constant-current mode
with the bias voltage Ubias applied to the sample. Tunneling
dI/dU spectra and maps were obtained by modulating the
bias voltage at a frequency fmod = 5.309 kHz, i.e., well above
the cutoff frequency of the feedback loop, and detecting the
resulting amplitude of the current modulation with a lock-in
amplifier. Typical amplitudes of the bias voltage modulation
were Umod = 10 mV.

For magnetically sensitive spin-polarized STM measure-
ments, the tip was dipped several nanometers into the Gd
surface or gently pulsed at voltages Ubias � ±4 V. As stated
in more detail in Sec. III C, this preparation procedure re-
liably resulted in probe tips which gave a strong tunneling
magnetoresistance (TMR) contrast in differential conductivity
dI/dU images, especially around Ubias ≈ −700 mV. Further-
more, it has the advantage that it comes with a much lower
experimental effort than the preparation of thin film tips
described in earlier publications [5], which required a high-
temperature treatment and subsequent film deposition and
annealing. At the same time, however, it has the disadvantage
that the tip magnetization direction is probably not aligned
along the in-plane or out-of-plane direction, but canted rel-
ative to the sample surface. For thin film tips, in contrast,
the magnetization direction can be predicted with reasonable
confidence [5] and verified by scanning suitable test samples;
for an example, see Fig. S3 in Ref. [50]. Our preference for a
swift magnetic tip preparation technique rather than a much
slower method with a more reliable quantization axis is a
consequence of the focus of this study, which is on the system-
atic investigation of a broad variety of preparation parameters,
such as the substrate temperature during film deposition, the
postgrowth annealing temperature, and the Gd film thickness.
The sheer number of experimental runs excluded alternative
tip preparation procedures. As a result, the easy axis of the
domain or the magnetic orientation of domain walls cannot
be deduced directly from our SP-STM results. Instead, our
interpretation also relies on comparison with published results
obtained with spatially averaging experimental techniques
[30,35] and the comparison with domain pattern observed
on sample systems other than Gd. Furthermore, the rather
large amount of magnetic material in Fe-coated tips often
led to a modification of the Gd domain patterns, as observed
previously with other sample systems [51]. Our experience
shows that magnetic tips prepared by dipping into the Gd film
are much less invasive, probably because the effective amount
of material is much smaller.

For better visibility of our STM data, the z signal recorded
in the topographic constant-current image was augmented by
its derivative with respect to the fast scan direction, dz/dx.
This image processing suggests to the observer a topography
image that is illuminated by an invisible light source from the
left. Depending on the maximal corrugation, the exact mixing
ratio of z and dz/dx varies for different images of this study.
As a result, the color code cannot be directly interpreted as
height information. Wherever necessary, line profiles will be
presented to allow for a quantitative assessment. Details of
the STM image processing can be found in the Supplemental
Material [49].

III. RESULTS

A. Structural properties

Deposition temperature. In the literature, the effect of the
W(110) substrate temperature on the Gd film quality has
been discussed to some extent. While the majority of studies
[26,26,32,44–46,52,53] deposit at about 300 K, some report
on enhanced [30,33,39] or reduced temperatures [54]. In order
to identify the optimal growth conditions for later magnetic
domain studies, we deposited Gd films with a thickness of
80 AL onto the W(110) substrate held at various tempera-
tures. Figure 2 shows STM overviews of samples grown at
(a) Tdep = 120, (b) 300, and (c) 590 K. Upon film growth,
all samples were postannealed on an electron-beam stage
at Tann � 900 K for five minutes. Height profiles measured
along the black transparent lines marked in Figs. 2(a)–2(c) are
presented in Figs. 2(d)–2(f), respectively.

The STM topography image of the sample grown at a
reduced substrate temperature [Fig. 2(a)] is dominated by nu-
merous short step edges which often converge under an acute
angle with neighboring step edges, thereby forming a zigzag
pattern of V-shaped single-atomic step edges with double-
screw dislocations at the joints, exemplary marked by green
arrows. The typical length of these step edges is several-tens
up to a few-hundred nanometers and the density of the double-
screw dislocations amounts to about (172 ± 13) per μm2 [55].
Occasionally, two single-atomic step edges emerge and termi-
nate at the same location and run almost in parallel, thereby
forming an isolated pair which closely resembles a double step
edge. An example is marked by a red dashed circle. These two
features, i.e., step edges with a height in close agreement with
a single-atomic (hsa = 289 pm) and a double-atomic (hda =
578 pm) step edge, can also be recognized in the line sec-
tion presented in Fig. 2(d) as sharp transitions. Furthermore,
numerous pointlike indentations (pink dashed circle) with a
density of about (341 ± 18) per μm2, and smoothed-out step
edges (gray dashed line) can be recognized, whose origin will
be explained later on. We would like to note that a few sharply
delimited holes with an apparent depth of about (140 ± 20)
pm can be recognized, one of which is marked by a brown
dashed circle. It has been shown in previous studies that
these holes are caused by the local adsorption of hydrogen,
resulting in the quenching of the dz2 -like Gd(0001) surface
state [26]. These holes cover less than 0.1% of the total sur-
face area, thereby corroborating the excellent cleanliness of
the surface.
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FIG. 2. STM topographic images for 80-AL-thick Gd films on W(110) deposited at substrate temperatures of (a) Tdep = 120, (b) 300, and
(c) 590 K. Upon deposition, the films were annealed at Tann � 900 K for five minutes. The height profiles below each panel were taken along
the respective lines. Scan parameters: Ubias = −700 mV and Iset = 1 nA.

The sample prepared at room temperature [Fig. 2(b)]
exhibits a much lower density of these structural features
and, therefore, the overall surface morphology appears much
smoother. For example, the density of the V-shaped single-
step edges is reduced to about (31 ± 6) per μm2, i.e., a
reduction of about 82% as compared to the low-temperature
grown film presented in Fig. 2(a). A similar reduction is also
identified for the pointlike indentations (pink dashed circle)
to about (202 ± 14) per μm2, which is about 41% less than
for the cold evaporation. The density of smoothed step edges
(indicated by a gray dashed line) is also reduced by a similar
percentage. The height profile presented in Fig. 2(e) confirms
these observations.

The Gd film grown at Tdep = 590 K shows a completely
different surface morphology; see Fig. 2(c). Here we find large
hexagonal vacancy islands with depths h � 20 nm and typical
side lengths of about 400 nm [see, also, the line profile in
Fig. 2(f)]. Obviously, the film thickness is no longer homoge-
neous but at the edge to island formation, in general agreement
with similar observations made for thinner films [33].

These results indicate that the optimal substrate temper-
ature for obtaining homogeneous Gd films with a minimal
density of structural defects is ≈ 300 K. In contrast, elevated
or lowered temperatures result in surface textures with more
structural defects, which potentially act as pinning centers
for magnetic domain walls and are, therefore, unsuitable for
imaging the intrinsic domain structure of Gd/W(110) films.
A similar behavior with respect to the annealing temperature
will be presented in Sec. III C below.

Growth. Figure 3 summarizes the main processes that are
important to understand the structural features of Gd(0001)
films grown on W(110). All samples were deposited at room
temperature and postannealed at Tanneal � 900 K for 5 min.
Figure 3(a) shows an overview of the terrace-and-step struc-
ture of a 20 AL film. The overgrown step edges of the

underlying W substrate can clearly be identified. The zoom-in
image reveals that the terraces are not perfectly flat, but exhibit
trenches which are about (30 ± 5) pm deep. One example is
marked by a cyan circle in Fig. 3(b). Furthermore, numerous
pointlike indentations (pink circle) can be recognized.

When increasing the film thickness to 30 AL [Fig. 3(c)],
the film texture changes considerably, as the trenches become
deeper (up to 170–240 pm). Furthermore, they are more asym-
metric and—in some segments—have even converted into
full-fledged step edges. Some positions where the transition
from an asymmetric trench into a step edge is observed are
marked by green dashed circles in the higher magnification
image presented in Fig. 3(d). This transition not only results
in a screw dislocation, but also in the appearance of smoothed-
out step edges, which appear as white bumps in Fig. 3(d).
At an even higher film thickness of 40 AL [see Fig. 3(e)],
the surface morphology is dominated by smoothed steps and
double-screw dislocations, some of which are marked by blue
dashed circles in the zoom-in in Fig. 3(f). These features have
completely replaced the trenches observed at lower coverage,
which no longer can be found.

Overall, the thickness-dependent changes observed in
Figs. 3(a)–3(e) for Gd/W(110) show a close resemblance to
earlier results of Dy films grown on W(110) reported by
Krause et al. [21]. In this report, it was shown by atomic
resolution data that pointlike indentations similar to those
we observed in Figs. 2(a) and 3(b) are caused by edge
dislocations, i.e., an additional semi-infinite plane which
releases misfit-related strain. Furthermore, Krause and co-
authors proposed a general model [21], which is reproduced
in Figs. 3(g)–3(j), that describes the evolution of the rare-
earth-metal (REM) film morphology on bcc(110) surfaces.
The first atomic layer of heavy REMs epitaxially grown on
W(110) single crystals reveals a heavily distorted hexagonal
lattice [30,56]. The nucleation of A- and B-stacked islands,
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FIG. 3. (a), (c), (e) STM topography images of the thickness-dependent surface structures of Gd films on W(110) for (a) 20, (b) 30, and
(c) 40 AL. (b), (d), (f) Zoomed-in data to highlight characteristic structural defects. Scan parameters Ubias = −700 mV, Iset = 1 nA. (g)–(j)
Model explaining the formation of structural stacking faults and their relaxation via glide dislocations. Initially, (g) A- or B-stacked islands
nucleate, which (h) lead to structural grain boundaries as the film closes (arrows indicate film growth direction). (i) The resulting film stress
is relaxed via the formation of screw dislocations, which move with increasing film thickness (indicated by arrows) and eventually (j) form
characteristic double-screw dislocations.

schematically represented in Fig. 3(g), starts with the second
atomic layer [44]. These islands grow to patches which main-
tain their respective stacking order, i.e., A/B/A or B/A/B, even
after coalescence when a continuous film is formed at rela-
tively low coverage. As indicated by the differently colored
surface layers in Fig. 3(h), however, the film is not translation
invariant at the grain boundary between two of these patches,
resulting in structural domain boundaries which we observe
as trenches in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b).

Since the energy associated with the grain boundary in-
creases with increasing film thickness, relaxation processes
set in at a critical thickness; see Fig. 3(i). They lead to
so-called partial screw dislocations, which shift differently
stacked patches by half a lattice constant along the c axis,
i.e., perpendicular to the film plane, and result in a film with
continuous A- and B-stacked layers. However, this process is
accompanied by a significant surface buckling, which in our
data appears as smoothed-out step edges; cf. Figs. 2(a), 2(b)
and 3(d). Obviously, for Gd films on W(110), this process

starts at a coverage somewhere between 20 and 30 AL. As
indicated by black arrows in Fig. 3(i), these partial screw
dislocations move with increasing film thickness until an adja-
cent pair merges; see Fig. 3(j). In this case, their fate depends
on the relative orientation of their respective Burgers vectors,
�b = ±[0001]. If the two Burgers vectors point in the same
direction, a double-screw dislocation with its characteristic
V-shaped step structure will emerge at the sample surface;
cf. Figs. 3(e) and 3(f) for a 40 AL film. In contrast, if the
two Burgers vectors have opposite signs, the partial screw
dislocations will annihilate and form an extended smoothed
step edge. This appearance remains qualitatively unchanged
up to the thickest Gd films studied here, i.e., 600 AL.

B. Electronic properties

Figure 4 summarizes spin-averaged STM measurements
for a 200-AL-thick Gd(0001)/W(110) film taken with an un-
polarized W tip (see Supplemental Material in Ref. [49]).
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FIG. 4. Spin-averaged STM measurements performed on a 200-AL-thick Gd(0001) film on W(110) with an unpolarized W tip. (a) The
topography image shows a surface with few defects and the characteristic V-shaped double-screw dislocations. (b) Tunneling dI/dU spectrum
measured at the position marked by a gray star in (a). The occupied majority (red) and the unoccupied minority (green) part of the 5dz2 -like
surface state can clearly be recognized as peaks. (c) dI/dU map of the same area shown in (a) measured at a bias voltage Ubias = −700 mV,
giving access to the density of states at the energy of the unoccupied part of the Gd(0001) surface state. (d) Smoothed line profile of the dI/dU
signal taken along the blue-transparent line in (c). (e), (f) Same as (c), (d), but now measured at Ubias = +500 mV. Stabilization current:
Iset = 1 nA.

The film was prepared by room-temperature deposition and
postgrowth annealing at Tanneal � 900 K for 5 min. In agree-
ment with the data presented so far, the STM topography
image shown in Fig. 4(a) exhibits a surface morphology with
characteristic double-screw dislocations and smoothed step
edges. At the location marked with a gray star in Fig. 4(a), a
dI/dU point spectrum was taken, which is plotted in Fig. 4(b).
It shows two pronounced peaks which originate from the well-
known exchange-split 5dz2 -like surface states of Gd(0001).
The occupied majority part appears at a binding energy of
eU = −190 meV, whereas the empty minority part is ob-
served at eU = +480 meV, highlighted in red and green in
Fig. 4(b), respectively. These values are in good agreement
with the binding energies reported in earlier scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy (STS) studies [45,46,57] and in a combined
angle-resolved photoemission (PE) and inverse PE study by
Weschke et al. [42].

Figures 4(c) and 4(e) shows dI/dU maps which were si-
multaneously obtained at bias voltages Ubias = −700 mV and
Ubias = +500 mV, respectively. As evidenced by the respec-
tive slightly smoothed line profiles, presented in Figs. 4(d) and
4(f) below, in both cases the dI/dU signal strength shows a
relatively small variation, indicating an almost constant den-
sity of states (DOS) if measured with a nonmagnetic probe tip.
The only exceptions are a weak modulation which occurs on
length scales of about 100 nm and more narrow dips/peaks.
Correlation with the topography image in Fig. 4(a) reveals
that these variations of the dI/dU signal are not related to
the local electronic properties of the Gd film, but instead are
caused by the finite response time of the feedback circuit. A

thick arrow between Figs. 4(c) and 4(e) indicates the fast scan
direction of these data sets. Obviously, when scanning the tip
over smoothed step edges or step edges, such as those marked
by arrows in Fig. 4(a), the tip needs to be retracted whenever
the sample height increases (upward slope, white arrows) and
extended if the sample height decreases (downward slope,
black arrows). Due to the finite response time of the feedback
circuit, this results in a subtle increase or decrease of the tun-
neling current I , respectively. Comparison of the topography
in Fig. 4(a) with the dI/dU maps presented in Figs. 4(c) and
4(e) reveals that this variation of the I results in a dI/dU
signal which is enhanced at every upward slope and reduced
at downward slopes. The backward scan (opposite fast scan
direction, not shown here) exhibits the opposite trend. There-
fore, we can conclude that the spin-averaged density of states
of the surface of Gd films grown on W(110) as measured with
nonmagnetic probe tips is essentially homogeneous. As we
will see below, this changes if magnetic probe tips are used
and enables the imaging of magnetic domains.

C. Magnetic properties

Postgrowth annealing temperature. It has been shown in
numerous reports that the annealing temperature significantly
affects the magnetic properties of Gd(0001) films grown
on W(110) substrates [32–34,36]. For example, 50-nm-thick
films showed a reduced low-temperature coercivity if an-
nealed at Tann = 570 K, an effect which was attributed to the
annealing of defects [36]. It was argued that “the domain wall
mobility is enhanced with improving crystal quality,” thereby
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FIG. 5. (a) LEED diffraction figure of the clean W(110) crystal. (b) Overview scan of a 30-AL-thick Gd(0001) film grown on W(110)
at room temperature without postannealing. (c) Topography of a similar film as (b), but postannealed at Tann = 600 K. (d) Typical dI/dU
point spectra measured with a magnetically sensitive Gd/W tip. (e) Magnetically sensitive dI/dU signal of the same sample surface presented
in (c). Note that the dark contrast is not of magnetic origin, but caused by the local adsorption of hydrogen (marked H). (f) Topography
and (g) magnetically sensitive dI/dU signal of 30 AL Gd(0001)/W(110) upon annealing at Tann = 890 K. (h) Line section of the dI/dU
signal measured along the arrows in (g). The insets show the evolution of the LEED pattern with increasing annealing temperatures. LEED
parameters: TLEED = 110 K, ELEED = 133 eV. STM parameters: Ubias = −700 mV, Iset = 1 nA.

resulting “in a reduction of the coercive field” [36]. However,
it has also been shown that too high annealing temperatures
may result in discontinuous films [32,33,58,59].

In order to appropriately evaluate the effects the annealing
temperature has on both the surface morphology and the mag-
netic domain structure, we exemplarily performed a combined
LEED and SP-STM study of 30 AL Gd/W(110); see Fig. 5.
Figure 5(a) displays the LEED pattern of clean W(110). As
shown in the STM image of Fig. 5(b), Gd deposition without
any further annealing results in a very rough surface with
numerous hexagon-shaped islands with a typical diameter of
20 nm and several nanometer deep trenches. Similar to earlier
reports [32], the corresponding LEED pattern, which is shown
as an inset in Fig. 5(b), exhibits diffuse refraction spots, most
likely resulting from poor long-range order.

Figure 5(c) shows an STM image of a Gd film which
was postannealed at Tann = 600 K for 15 minutes. The surface
topography is comparable to the data presented in Fig. 3(a)
further above. We recognize a decent terrace-and-step growth
without any screw dislocations. However, the terraces are not
flat, but exhibit a large number of line defects, as already
discussed in Sec. III A, indicating a high density of grain

boundaries between differently stacked patches of the film.
The LEED pattern displayed in the inset shows sharp refrac-
tion spots, thereby confirming a much improved crystallinity
as compared to the as-grown film presented in Fig. 5(b).

Typical dI/dU spectra obtained with a spin-polarized
Gd/W tip on two locations of a Gd/W(110) film are shown
in Fig. 5(d). The locations were chosen somewhat arbitrarily
such that the spectra show maximum contrast. We recognize
two spectra which are very similar qualitatively, i.e., if solely
judged on the basis of the general spectral shape and the peak
positions, but which—at least at some bias voltages—differ
quite significantly in terms of the dI/dU signal strength. In
close accordance with the spin polarization of Gd(0001) deter-
mined by spin-resolved inverse photoemission spectroscopy
[60] and previously published SP-STS results obtained with
Fe-coated probe tips [46,47], we find a contrast reversal be-
tween the occupied majority [marked ↑ in Fig. 5(d)] and the
unoccupied minority part (↓) which takes place at a bias volt-
age Ubias ≈ +350 mV. However, with the Gd tips employed
here, we find an additional contrast reversal in the occupied
states at Ubias ≈ −500 mV. It appears to be related to a peak
which is located at around U ≈ −900 mV; see black arrow
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in Fig. 5(d). We tentatively attribute this feature in our STS
data to a bundle of Gd bands which originate from hybridizing
majority 5d- and 6s-derived states and disperse in the �K
direction of the surface Brillouin zone [61]. As described in
Figs. 8 and 9 of Ref. [61], these bands can be found in the
energy range between 0.5 and 1.0 eV below the Fermi level,
exhibit a very flat dispersion, and, therefore, are expected to
result in an appreciable majority DOS in the surface layer.
We would like to note that the bias voltage range just below
this peak, especially around U ≈ −700 mV, turned out to be
particularly suited for spin-resolved dI/dU mapping exper-
iments with Gd/W tips, as the magnetic contrast was most
reliable and rather stable.

The spin-dependent contrasts identified in Fig. 5(d) can be
utilized to map the magnetic domain structure of the Gd(0001)
surface. Figure 5(e) presents a spin-resolved dI/dU map
which was obtained with a magnetically sensitive Gd/W tip
simultaneously with the topographic image of Fig. 5(c). The
contrast variation here is caused by spin-polarized tunneling
and reflects the domain structure of the film [62]. The mag-
netic domains visible in Fig. 5(e) are quite irregular, e.g., in
the region marked by hatched black ellipses, and often form
tiny patches. We speculate that this domain structure is the
result of the pinning of magnetic domain walls at structural
defects, such as step edges or structural grain boundaries.

As evidenced by the data presented in Figs. 5(f) and 5(g),
annealing of the films profoundly changes the magnetic do-
main structure of Gd films on W(110). Again, a 30-AL-thick
Gd film was deposited at room temperature, but the postan-
nealing temperature is increased to Tann ≈ 890 K for 15 min.
In comparison to Fig. 5(c), the topographic STM image
shown in Fig. 5(f) reveals a much improved surface quality
with a strongly reduced density of step edges and structural
grain boundaries. At the same time, the LEED pattern (in-
set) is basically undistinguishable from the one presented in
Fig. 5(c), indicating that the short-range crystalline order on
length scales of the coherence length of low-energy electrons
(≈ 100 nm) remains unchanged. Although this annealing
results in the formation of double-screw dislocations, as
described before in Fig. 3, the magnetic domain structure
changes considerably, as can be seen in the spin-sensitive
dI/dU map shown in Fig. 5(g). On a 1×1 μm2 scan range, we
recognize only three magnetic domains, marked as dom. #1
through dom. #3, which are separated by domain walls (high-
lighted by hatched lines) roughly oriented along the W[11̄0]
direction. A line profile of the dI/dU signal along the arrow
across the three domains is plotted in Fig. 5(h). In contrast
to the essentially flat data taken with nonmagnetic tips [cf.
Figs. 4(d) and 4(f)], the line profile presented here features
two contrast levels. While a lower dI/dU signal is recorded at
domains #1 and #3, a higher signal is measured for domain #2.
Obviously, the reduced density and different kind of structural
defects upon annealing to 890 K leads to a strong reduction of
the pinning potential for magnetic domain walls. As a result,
the film is able to adapt a more uniform domain structure.

Although we are not able to unambiguously determine
whether the magnetic domain structures imaged in Fig. 5(g)
represent an in-plane or an out-of-plane contrast, we interpret
the strongly anisotropic course of the domains walls along the
W[11̄0] direction as evidence for a magnetization which is

oriented in plane along this direction. Thereby, the magneto-
static energy associated with head-to-head or tail-to-tail spin
configurations can be avoided. Unfortunately, a comparison of
these data with previous experimental results is in many cases
complicated by an insufficient documentation of the scattering
geometry. One of the few exceptions is the study of Weller
et al., [30] where it is explicitly stated that their spin-polarized
low-energy electron diffraction (SPLEED) experiments are
essentially sensitive to a magnetization along the W[11̄0]
direction, in agreement with our hypothesis above.

Film thickness-dependent domain structure. We have per-
formed an extensive SP-STM investigation of the thickness-
dependent magnetic domain structures of Gd films grown
on W(110). As described before, the films were deposited
at room temperature and subsequently annealed at Tanneal �
900 K for five minutes on an electron-beam heating stage. We
would like to note that a large part of the data presented in
Figs. 6 and 7 has been obtained in a relatively short exper-
imental run with the identical tip for which we can exclude
even minor tip changes; see Ref. [63]. The complete set of
data consists of 12 different coverages. The first, low-coverage
part of this study is presented in Fig. 6. The six data sets
displayed are arranged in two rows divided by a horizontal
black line. Each row is subdivided into three columns which
show the STM topography in the top and the corresponding,
simultaneously measured magnetic dI/dU map in the bottom
image. All images show a scanned area of 1×1 μm2.

Starting at 20 AL, the Gd film thickness is still below
the onset where relaxation processes set in; cf. Fig. 3(h).
Correspondingly, the topographic image in Fig. 6(a) exhibits
flat terraces separated by single-atomic step edges. On the
terraces, numerous trenches can be recognized which are
characteristic for the structural grain boundaries between
differently stacked patches. Yet, as can be seen in the mag-
netically sensitive dI/dU map of Fig. 6(b), due to the high
annealing temperature their density is sufficiently reduced to
allow for large domains. Domain walls are roughly oriented
along the W[11̄0] direction. Within individual domains, a
weak spatial variation of the dI/dU signal can be recognized.
For example, the bright domain which covers more than the
upper half of the image exhibits areas with a slightly en-
hanced or reduced dI/dU signal. Comparison of the structural
and magnetic data displayed in Figs. 6(a) and 6(b), respec-
tively, reveals that the modification of the magnetic dI/dU
signal correlates with the orientation of the structural grain
boundaries which separate differently stacked patches of the
film; cf. Fig. 3(c). Due to the hexagonal symmetry of the
Gd surface layer, the structural grain boundaries come in
three orientations, marked by blue, red, and green arrows
in Fig. 6(b). We speculate that the grain boundaries are ac-
companied by an additional in-plane anisotropy term which
causes the magnetization to locally deviate from the W[11̄0]
direction. This deviation leads to an improved or poorer align-
ment with the tip magnetization, resulting in an enhanced or
reduced dI/dU signal due to the TMR effect, respectively.
In Fig. 6(b), regions with grain boundaries oriented along
Gd[11̄00] ‖ W[001] (blue arrows) appear brighter, whereas a
darker contrast is observed in regions where they are oriented
along Gd[1̄010] (green) or Gd[011̄0] (red). It appears that
these dislocation-induced deviations of the magnetization are
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FIG. 6. First part of a coverage-dependent series of topographic images (top) and the simultaneously measured magnetically sensitive
dI/dU maps (bottom) of Gd(0001) films grown on a W(110) substrate (continued in Fig. 7). While a few large domains with domain walls
running along the W[11̄0] direction can be recognized at low coverage, i.e., for (a), (b) 20 AL and (c), (d) 40 AL, stripe domains which are
tilted by an angle α = (25 . . . 30)◦ against the W[001] direction can be found between (g), (h) 140 AL and (k), (l) 180 AL. A transitional state
between the two regimes is shown in (e) and (f). Scan parameters: Ubias = −700 mV, Iset = 1 nA.
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FIG. 7. Second part of a coverage-dependent series of Gd(0001) films grown on a W(110) substrate (continued from Fig. 6). At coverages
between (a), (b) 200 AL and (g), (h) 375 AL, the orientation of these stripe domains periodically switches between positive and negative tilt
angles, resulting in an apparent zigzaglike domain pattern. For even thicker films between (i), (j) 500 AL and (k), (l) 600 AL, a wormlike
magnetic domain pattern with even larger periodicities is found. Scan parameters: Ubias = −700 mV and Iset = 1 nA.

also responsible for some, if not all, fluctuations of the domain
wall orientation.

Inspection of the STM image of a 40 AL film, displayed in
Fig. 6(c), reveals that the structure of the film has changed

considerably. The presence of numerous double-screw dis-
locations and smooth step edges evidences that the film
thickness is above the threshold for the relaxation; cf. Fig. 3(i).
Nevertheless, the domain structure represented in Fig. 6(d) is
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essentially the same as for the 20 AL film of Figs. 6(a) and
6(b), as it still shows a few extended domains with domain
walls along the W[11̄0] direction.

When increasing the Gd coverage further to 80 AL up to
180 AL, the structural properties of the surface as imaged by
STM remain largely unchanged; see Figs. 6(e), 6(g) 6(i), and
6(k). In either case, the topography of the surface is dom-
inated by double-screw dislocations, smoothed step edges,
and numerous pointlike defects, indicating the presence of
edge dislocations. Yet, the magnetic domain structure changes
considerably. For a Gd coverage of 80 AL [Fig. 6(f)], we
observe several triangle- or lens-shaped areas which exhibit
a stripe pattern, whereas the surrounding surface still shows
a homogeneous dI/dU signal. The lateral size of the striped
areas typically amounts to a few-hundred nanometers. When
performing several experimental runs, we found this inho-
mogeneous surface magnetic structure at nominal coverages
of (100 ± 20) AL. We speculate that the variation originates
from slight fluctuations of the growth parameters which are
beyond our control.

At even higher coverage, between 140 and 180 AL, shown
in Figs. 6(h), 6(j) and 6(l), pronounced periodic stripes
cover the entire sample surface. As exemplarily indicated in
Fig. 6(h), these stripes are initially tilted by about (29 ± 2)◦
with respect to the [001] direction of the W substrate. We
would like to note that negative tilt angles also occurred, as
exemplarily shown in Fig. S4(b) of the Supplemental Mate-
rial [49]. Already a superficial inspection suggests that the
periodicity of these stripes increases with coverage. Further-
more, an increasing tendency towards orientational deviations
from straight stripes becomes manifest. The data presented in
Figs. 6(j) and 6(l) suggest that the dark stripes are broader
than the bright stripes. Close inspection reveals that for these
160 and 180 AL thick films, a faint intermediate intensity is
visible within the dark regions. As will be pointed out below,
these effects become more pronounced for even thicker films.

These impressions are further substantiated by the data
taken on Gd films with higher coverages, which are presented
in Fig. 7. For Gd coverages between 200 AL [Figs. 7(a) and
7(b)] and 375 AL [Figs. 7(g) and 7(h)], the stripe orientation
more or less periodically switches between positive and neg-
ative tilt angles, resulting in an apparent zigzaglike domain
pattern. Furthermore, the brightness of the stripes, which are
tilted by positive and negative angles, becomes increasingly
different. These data clearly reveal that the magnetic dI/dU
signal for some stripes no longer oscillates between a minimal
and maximal value, but exhibits intermediate maxima. Faint
bright lines, three of which are marked by white arrows in
Fig. 7(f), become visible within the dark segments of the
stripes which are rotated in the clockwise direction. These
observations will be discussed in Sec. IV in detail.

Finally, for very thick films with a Gd coverage of 500 AL
[Fig. 7(i)] or even 600 AL [Fig. 7(k)], the surface topogra-
phy becomes more and more smooth with fewer and fewer
double-screw dislocations, step edges, and edge dislocations.
This change in film structure is accompanied by a magnetic
domain structure where the domains and domain walls no
longer follow certain crystallographic directions, but instead
wind quite irregular around one another; see Figs. 7(j) and
7(k). Nevertheless, in close similarity to the dark segments

FIG. 8. Periodicity of the stripe domains as extracted from the
data of Figs. 6 and 7 (red) and other SP-STM data not presented
here (black). Gray lines serve as guides to the eye only. Three
thickness ranges can be distinguished: (A) Between 140 and 200
AL, the periodicity increase linearly with Gd film thickness. (B) The
periodicity increase levels off for 200 � � � 400 AL. (C) Another
increase occurs for 400 < � < 500 AL.

observed for the clockwise-rotated stripes in the magnetically
sensitive dI/dU maps of Figs. 7(b), 7(d), 7(f), and 7(h), the
stripe pattern displays intermediate minima and maxima of the
dI/dU signal in the bright and dark stripes, respectively.

Figure 8 summarizes the periodicities of the stripe domains
extracted from Figs. 6 and 7 for Gd film thicknesses between
140 and 500 AL. We can recognize three coverage ranges,
labeled A–C in Fig. 8. A linear increase is obtained in A,
where the periodicity increases from (62 ± 3) nm at a 140 AL
up to (91 ± 5) nm for a 200 AL thick Gd film. For even thicker
Gd films, i.e., in the thickness range B of 200 � � � 400
AL, the periodicity increase seems to level off until another
increase occurs towards C for 400 < � < 500 AL.

IV. DISCUSSION

The data presented in Figs. 6 and 7 can be explained
qualitatively by the subtle interplay between the exchange
energy, the magnetostatic energy related to the stray field,
and magnetocrystalline contributions to the anisotropy. For
Gd/W(110), these magnetic properties are—in comparison to
bulk Gd—strongly modified by the presence of substantial
epitaxial strain. For thin films up to about 60 AL, we find
rather large domains; cf. Figs. 5(g), 6(b), and 6(d). SP-STM
images with a scan range of 1×1 μm2 typically show 1–2 do-
main walls only, roughly oriented along the W[11̄0] direction.

As sketched in Fig. 9(a), this observation is consistent with
films magnetized along this in-plane axis. It appears that—
even though the easy axis of bulk Gd is tilted by 30◦ from the
c axis—a perpendicular or canted magnetization relative to the
sample plane is energetically unfavorable for thin films. This
could either be caused by (i) the relatively large magnetostatic
energy associated with any significant out-of-plane magneti-
zation or (ii) by the uniaxial strain of the hexagonal Gd(0001)
lattice due to epitaxial growth on the rectangular W(110) unit
cell (see Fig. 1) which might modify the magnetocrystalline
anisotropy energy density. Also a combination of the two
effects cannot be excluded.

As the film thickness exceeds a critical value �crit ≈
(100 ± 20) AL, a spin-reorientation transition (SRT) from in
plane to out of plane is observed. While we are unable to
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FIG. 9. Schematic representation of the thickness-dependent magnetic domain structure of Gd(0001) films grown on W(110). (a) For thin
films, � > �crit ≈ (100 ± 20) AL, we find large domains with an in-plane easy axis oriented along Gd[112̄0] ‖ W[11̄0], as indicated by a
black arrow in the model of the hcp crystal structure. (b) Just above �crit, we find tilted stripe domains, consistent with a magnetization along
the Gd[202̄3] direction. (c) Around 300 AL, the stripe domains form a zigzag pattern. (d) At � � 500 AL, branching domains form.

identify the exact physical origin of the SRT in Gd/W(110), it
is obvious that at this coverage, it becomes energetically un-
favorable to align the magnetization with the film plane. If the
magnetostatic energy was responsible for the in-plane magne-
tization [scenario (i)], the energy penalty related to the film’s
magnetocrystalline anisotropy overcompensates this effect for
coverages � > �crit. Likewise, for scenario (ii), it might be
possible that the epitaxial strain relaxes to an extent unsuitable
to maintain a magnetization along the in-plane axis. Upon
rotation of the easy axis to out of plane, the Gd film forms
stripe domains which result in a flux-closure configuration
between adjacent domains and thereby reduce the sample’s
stray field. Stripe domains in perpendicularly magnetized thin
films have been frequently observed and intensively discussed
in the literature. They originate from the competition between
an exchange interaction, which favors a parallel orientation of
the spins, and the magnetostatic energy associated to the stray
field, which can be minimized by the formation of antiparallel
domains.

Particular attention was paid to the properties of stripe
domains in the vicinity of a spin-reorientation transition (SRT)
where the easy axis of the magnetization rotates from out of
plane to in plane, or vice versa. It has generally been observed
on 3d transition-metal films with a thickness of a few atomic
layers only [15,64,65] that the periodicity of the out-of-plane
magnetized stripe domains decreases as one approaches the
critical thickness �crit of the SRT. Our results presented in
Fig. 8 are in qualitative agreement with these results. How-
ever, in ultrathin film systems—irrespective of whether the
SRT occurs from out of plane at low film thickness to in
plane for thick films, or vice versa—the stripe density usually
increases exponentially as one approaches the SRT [15,66]. In
contrast, for Gd films on W(110), we find a stripe periodicity
which increases linearly with film thickness from just above
�crit ≈ (100 ± 20) AL up to about 200 AL; cf. Fig. 8.

An analogous SRT with a critical film thickness of 27 nm
and a linearly increasing stripe width has been found for FePd
films [67]. The different behavior was assigned to the fact
that the FePd films were much thicker than the ultrathin films
mentioned above. While the spins in ultrathin films can be
considered as rigidly tightened together in the vertical direc-
tion by the exchange interaction, this is not necessarily the

case for much thicker films. As a result, the magnetization
component normal to the film plane, mz, can vary with the
distance from the interface [67]. Although we are not able
to present a conclusive picture of how the experimentally
observed domain periodicities can be explained, we speculate
that the major qualitative changes of the magnetic pattern
from stripe domains to zigzag stripe domains and branching
domains might also be responsible for the reduced slope of the
periodicity increase for Gd films with � > 200 AL as well as
for the further increase at 400 < � < 500 AL.

Interestingly, when reaching the critical film thickness
�crit = (100 ± 20) AL, we could image indications for an
inhomogeneous nucleation of stripe domains; cf. Fig. 6(f).
Although we cannot strictly exclude that the weak stray field
of the Gd/W tip influences these nucleation processes [51,68],
our data are in good qualitative agreement with earlier photoe-
mission electron microscopy (PEEM) experiments, where the
local melting of stripe domains was observed, thereby giving
rise to paramagnetic patches [66].

At coverages � > �crit, the data of Figs. 6(h), 6(j) 6(l) and
Figs. 7(b), 7(d) 7(f), 7(h) showed stripe domains which were
not oriented along a low-index in-plane axis of the W(110)
substrate, but rotated within the film plane by about ±30◦ with
respect to the W[001] direction. At the same time, we know
from the literature that the bulk easy magnetization direction
of Gd is tilted by 30◦ relative to the c axis. Both conditions can
be approximately fulfilled simultaneously by a magnetization
which is, for example, oriented along the Gd[202̄3] direction,
indicated by a black arrow in the inset of Fig. 9(b).

This vector includes an angle of ≈ 36◦ with respect to the c
axis and its projection onto the (0001) surface is tilted by 30◦
to the W[001] and the Gd[1̄100] direction. The resulting mag-
netic domain structure, which is schematically represented
in the sketch of Fig. 9(b), is in very good agreement with
the conclusions drawn by Berger and co-workers based on
susceptibility measurements [34–36]. Also, the critical film
thickness �crit ≈ (100 ± 20) AL identified by us agrees rea-
sonably well with the value of 40 nm determined by Berger
and co-workers, which corresponds to 138 AL [35,36].

As the film thickness is increased beyond approximately
200 AL, several interesting effects can be observed. First, the
stripes are no longer straight. Instead of extended areas with
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uniformly oriented domains, we find stripes whose orientation
frequently changes between +30◦ and −30◦, thereby forming
a zigzag pattern with a typical distance between turning points
of several-hundred nanometers. This zigzag pattern may be
related to magnetoelastic interactions caused by the uniaxial
strain associated to the growth of Gd on a W(110) crystal
surface. Since the crystallographic symmetry of the W(110)
surface imposes two mirror lines, i.e., the [001] and the [11̄0]
axes, any situation where the domain and domain wall ori-
entation uniformly deviate from these axes would result in
a net magnetoelastic strain which is incompatible with the
“elastic environment”; see Sec. 3.3.1 in Ref. [69]. By forming
magnetic domains which more or less periodically switch
their orientation between +30◦ and −30◦, any global strain
away from the above-mentioned axes is avoided.

Second, the magnetic contrast observed for stripe domains
which are rotated by +30◦ and −30◦ with respect to the
W[001] direction is strikingly different; cf. Figs. 7(d), 7(f) and
7(h). In these data sets—all measured with the same magnetic
tip [63]—the (anti)clockwise rotated domains appear much
darker (brighter). Since purely out-of-plane domains would be
degenerate with respect to the rotational sense, we conclude
that a significant in-plane component also exists. We speculate
that this canted magnetization is the result of a significant
magnetocrystalline contribution. As discussed in the context
of Fig. 9(b), we expect that the in-plane component of the
magnetization is oriented along the [202̄3] or equivalent direc-
tions, such that the moments are along the easy axis of bulk
Gd and, at the same time, aligned with the stripes domains.
The schematic representation of the zigzag domain structure
is presented in Fig. 9(c).

Third, the magnetic dI/dU signal of some domains of Gd
films with a thickness between 250 and 375 AL no longer
oscillates between a minimal and maximal value, as observed
for thinner films just above the SRT, but exhibits intermedi-
ate maxima; cf. Figs. 7(d), 7(f) and 7(h). This finding may
be associated with the formation of branching domains, as
originally proposed by Lifschitz [70]. The general concept of
branching domains is that “a progressive domain refinement
towards the surface by iterated generations of domains” re-
sults in a “gain in closure energy”; see Sec. 3.7.5 in Ref. [69].
We interpret the appearance of the intermediate maximum as
the first set of branching domains. A potential domain struc-
ture with in-plane closure domains is sketched in Fig. 9(d).

We would like to note, however, that the intermediate
maxima could initially only be observed in regions where
the darker, clockwise-rotated domains appear. No indication
could be found in the anticlockwise-rotated stripe domains.
We can only speculate about the reason for this asymmetry.
One explanation would be that (i) branching domains exclu-
sively exist for one stripe orientation, though we were not able
to identify a simple explanation of how this directional selec-
tivity might come about. Another explanation is (ii) related to
the fact that the Gd/W tip we are using is known to exhibit a
significant in-plane component. As we will show by data taken
with different tips below, the branching domain increases the
magnetic dI/dU signal in some regions, but has no significant
effect in another region. Finally, for very thick Gd films, we
observe winding stripe domains which are no longer aligned
along a preferred direction. Especially in Fig. 7(j), branching

FIG. 10. Two magnetically sensitive dI/dU maps (scan size:
2×2 μm2 each) measured on the same 400 AL Gd/W(110) with
different Gd/W tips prepared by poking into the Gd film. The data
provide strong evidence that—depending on the tip’s quantization
axis—some branching domains may remain undetected (see text for
details). Scan parameters: Ubias = −700 mV and Iset = 1 nA.

domains can be identified. Interestingly, this now includes
both dark and bright irregular stripe domains, which clearly
present weaker and rather narrow bright and dark intermediate
dI/dU signals, respectively. This observation suggests that
the above-mentioned absence of intermediate maxima along
some stripe direction in thinner films was indeed caused by a
particular tip magnetization direction unsuitable for resolving
these closure domains.

As further evidence for this hypothesis, we present the data
of Fig. 10 which were obtained on the same 400 AL Gd film.
As described in Sec. II, the W tip was initially prepared by
poking the tip into the Gd film. This Gd/W tip was then used
to measure the magnetically sensitive dI/dU map presented
in Fig. 10(a). Afterwards, the tip was again dipped into the Gd
film to modify its quantization axis. This tip was then used to
obtain the data of Fig. 10(b). Although the data were measured
on the same Gd film and the observed domain structures are
quite similar as far as the stripe periodicity and the general
appearance are concerned, some details are strikingly differ-
ent. In particular, we notice that the intermediate contrast can
clearly be recognized for the entire data set of Fig. 10(a), i.e.,
irrespective of the stripe orientation. In contrast, the interme-
diate contrast can only be found for one stripe direction in
Fig. 10(b). These data evidence that the apparent absence of
branching domains observed in some images [cf. Figs. 7(d),
7(f) 7(h)] is not caused by their factual nonexistence, but
rather by an unfavorable orientation of the tip magnetization,
rendering the observation impossible.

V. SUMMARY

In this contribution, we presented a detailed spin-polarized
scanning tunneling microscopy (SP-STM) study of the epi-
taxial Gd films grown on a W(110) surface. Our data provide
high-spatial-resolution images of the magnetic domains struc-
ture of this rare-earth metal. Great care was taken to identify
optimal preparation conditions which produce the lowest den-
sity of surface defects. The best results were obtained for room
temperature deposition followed by subsequent annealing at
900 K. Whereas lower or higher annealing temperatures led
to domain wall pinning or discontinuous films, respectively,
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optimally prepared Gd films with a thickness of 30 atomic
layers (AL) exhibited large in-plane magnetized domains
with domain walls which are approximately oriented along
the [11̄0] direction of the underlying W substrate. In good
agreement with earlier spatially averaging studies [34–36],
we find a spin-reorientation transition (SRT) at the critical
film thickness �crit ≈ (100 ± 20) AL, where the easy axis
of magnetization rotates from parallel to perpendicular to the
film plane. SP-STM images taken in the thickness regime of
the SRT reveal a magnetic domain structure which appears
to be spatially inhomogeneous, with patches showing a stripe
domain phase that coexists with paramagnetic or in-plane
ferromagnetic regions. As the coverages exceed �crit, we find
stripe domains which are rotated by ≈ ±30◦ with respect to
the W[001] direction. The periodicity of the stripe domains
is investigated thoroughly. Furthermore, at � � 200 AL, we

find a magnetic domains structure which resembles a zigzag
pattern. Irregular stripe domains are imaged beyond 500 AL.
Our experimental data can consistently be explained by the
interplay between different contributions to the total energy,
i.e., the magnetocrystalline, magnetostatic, and magnetoelas-
tic energy density.
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